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Absttak

Anikel ini nembaltas konsep na;lalab mnsalab (salab satu metode
istinbil bukum Iskn)yngdikenbangkar ohh Mnlannad Abfuh dan
nuridnla Rashid N/a Konseplangnmka kembangkan berbeda fungat

@ayng telah dinmrskar oleb pma 'illama terdabula,lang mcmbeikan
beber@a yarat ltang ketat dalan pergEhkarian na.slapab. Mnladari
babaa na;kpah dapat dijadikan sebagai media dalam nenfontnksikzn
hukun Islam, kedsa refornis ini mergadopsi konsep ini dalan
mengantisipasi perubahan sosial tanpa memberikan peryaratan ketat
sebagai lang telalt ada sebelumnla. Mereka lebilt menekankan
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kemampuan aka/ dalam menahami yai'at, dilandasi atas ktpcnalaan
babaa Islan nenpakafl agama rasional dan, dengar demikian, menantat
peran akal lang besar dalam memahami Earannla. Pendekatan lang
dirumuskan okh Abdub dan Ndi nsungultnla mampa nengantistpas-t
perubahan sosial, namun pada saat yng sama ia secara tidak langsng
dapat berakibat kEada sekularisasi hukum Islan itu nndii.

Keywords: Ma$a[ah Mursalab, Modernization, Mulrammad'AMuh,

Rastid RtQa,, sbai'ah, i6bid.

,d Introduction

Modernization of Islamic law (fiqlt) is an inevitable phenomenon
confronting Muslims in order to anticipate social changes. This is not
an easy taslq since Islamic law, as a source-based law, should be derived
from the Qur'an and Haditb, while at the same time some principles,
which are deduced by pure reason with the consideration of worldly
utility, hold sway. It is certain that there would be no problem arising
when these principles are in harmony with religious teachings. However,
when they violate the teachings, the established Islamic law, as a guide
for human life, is put into question. In the eady pedod the law was to
bring about social change in accordance with the requirements laid
out in the shai'ah. In the present day, by contrast, the principles of
Islamic law are often reinterpreted in order to justi$' the changes of
socio-religious issues.

There are two trends that exist in the Muslim world in the context
of its socio-lsligious problem. The first is the movement that uies to
restore lsligion to the simplicity and effectiveness of its early days.
The proponents of this movement argue that Islamic law offers all
human needs. Whenever there is a glp between lsligious teachings
and social needs it is due to the negligence on the part of Muslims in
comprehending the teaching itself. To them, "the nearer a man stood
to the Prophet and his Companions the more likely he understood the
context, meaning and the application of sacred text."r Reformists, on
the other side, represent the other trend. They seek to reformulate

l. N. D. Anderson, "Recent Developmentin Shai{aLawi' Tbe MrslinlWorld,40
(1950),p.249.
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traditional doctrines that need to be adapted to the modern times.2For

this purpos e, /tihid is a must in order to expand legal provision to

accommodate new cases. This is done by taking into account the needs

in accordance with times and places.3ln such a case, they strive to

loosen the rigidity of Islamic law by reinterpteting some Islamic

doctrines.

In Egypt this teform movement started in the nineteenth century

under the leadership of Muhammad Abduh. This coincided with the

introduction of modern knowledge by European as well as the

colonization of this country by Westefn pov/er. The interaction betrveen

Muslims and \U7esterners has accordingly raised issues concerning the

relationship bet'ureen Islam and modetn society.

This article is devoted to the study of the ideas of this famous

scholar and his disciple, Mulammad Raslfrd Ridi, whose efforts in

confronting the above-mentioned problems brought about some

changes in the intellectual life of Egyptians. The discussion focuses

pti-arily on the concept of nashlah mursahb (consideration of public

intetest, which is neither supported nor nullified by textual evidence),

which constitutes their legal princble in reforming Islamic law.

B.'Abduh,IslamicReformrandMaglallabMtnsalall

Mulrammad Abduh (1849-1905) was the disciple of Jam-al at-

Din al-Afghani for about eight years. Yet, his influence on Muslim

mind seemed to be greater than his teacher's did, as he was also a more

systematic thinker. Unlike his teacher, who put more emphasis on the

political aspect of reform,'Abduh paid more aftention on education in

which he propagated the use of teason in understanding religious tea-

2Malcolm Kerr, ,,Rasfid Ri,{a and Islamic lagal Refonn: an Ideological Analysis,"
Mxslin lYorld, 50 (1960), p. 100.

35. ubtri Mahmasini "Muslims: Decadence and Renaissance," Muslin lYoild,YoL

XLIV (954), pp. 1 86-201.
qrhen viewed in relation to its legal role as a legal rfetence, aaplahab is divided

into three categories. The first is aarlalah mt'tabaab,which Lawgiver has explicitly
upheld and enacted laws forits realization. The second is naglahah nilgbat which had

bien nulliEed either explicitly or implicidy in the textual sources. The thftd category is

naglabah aursalah,which is neither supported nor nullified by textual evidence. Any

discussion about naslababtnthis anicle refers to this last category'
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chings and strongly opposed the idea of mere acceptance of authori-
tative teaching Qoqft|.Yet, being ̂  q;0 his contribution in Islamic
legal thought was also significant.

In legal theory, 'Abduh's ideas in reforming Islamic law lay
midway between two groups of thinkers who might have influenced
his life. On the one hand stood the secularists, represented by Shibli
Shumayyil and Fan\ Antun. Both blamed religions for provoking
conflict in society. Therefore, religious teaching for them was "more
of a hindtance than a guide to right action."s Shumayyil, for instance,
believed that "theocncy and despotism were not only wicked, they
were unnatural and false: theocracy because it raised some men above
others and used spiritual authority to prevent the true development of
human mind, autocracy because it denied the rights of the individual."6
On the other hand, there was a conservative group led by the Shaykh
of al-Azhar who accused modern sciences of abandoning God's
commands. Therefore, these religious scholars claimed that the
weakness and decay of Muslim countries constitutes "a sign of God's
wrath because His true path has been forsaken."T

One of the most substantial problems faced by l\bduh was the
reform agenda propagated by powerful groups, including Khedive
Ismatil and Muhammad'A[. Both boldly attempted to reform Egypt
by inuoducing European ideas and institutions that in fact could not
be adopted by the society. Yet, Abduh sought to find solution in Islam
itself. While he was not in position to stop the reform movement
advocated by both Ismall and 'A[, Abduh would not let Muslims going
back to their own past. He seemed to be successful in this task by way
of creating a link bet'ween the changes and the principles of Islam. In
such a case, he raised the issue of the relation between reason and
revelation in which he argues that the spitit of science does not
contradict the spirit qf gsligion. Islam is a religron that encourages
rational understanding, while science is the result of the activity of

Jamal Mohammed Ahmed, The Innlhxual Oigin of Egptiar Natiowlism
(London: Oxford University Press, 1960), p. 41.

6 Albert Hourani, Arabic Tbougbt in tbe Libcral Age Q-ondon: Cambridge
University Press, 1983), p. 250.

hhmed, Tbe kalhaaal, p. 41.
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feason.s

Islam, to this 'ilim, is a rational religion and faith is true only

when it is achieved through reason. Indeed, by teason alone man can

know which is good or bad for human life.e 'Abduh used the term

basan and qabT! to describe both good and bad not only in a moral

sense but also in an aesthetic meaning as well as in the sense that

indicates the utility or harmfirlness of something. The first and the last

sense are closely related to law, whose existence is meant to Pfeserve
that is good and beneficial for man and to Prevent that is bad and

harmfi.rl.l0 Abduh believes that these tqro values can be determined by

rational categories, and the revelation comes only to point out the

good among what has aheady existed. A thing is good because it is

good in itself, not because of God's command.

This idea seems to be similar to tbat of the Mu'azilite. Yeg it is

too premature to term him as a Mu'tazilite, since he only adopts the

notion of free will without aking Mu'tazilah's other central views,

such as the idea of intermediary position.ll Nor can he be included as

a naturalist, as in the case of Shumayyil and Antun, for he was only

"intermittently and incidenally naturalist on certain salient points while

still marked with traditional nominalism on others. The naturalist

elements are thus the impetus to reintetpretation in Islamic legal and

constitutional doctrine."l2

Dealing with the method of interpretation, 'Abduh maintains

that since revelation was revealed for human welfare, its intelpreation

should thetefore be guided by the pdnciple of interest - one of the

general principles laid doum in the Q"t'a" md laf,itb.r3 This principle

is known as maslapab (public interest) that comprises his method of

iltib;d.

eHovtani, Arabic T borgbt, p. 1 51.
eMuhammad 'Abduh, Tofir at Manir, VoL VI (Cairo: Dat al-Ivhnar, 1911)' p.

74.
to I bi d.,Y ol. II, p. 204.
lrHarun Nasution, MQaznad Ahfub danTeobgi Rarional Mt'tzdhb Qilrartat

Penerbit Universitas Indonesia, 1987),p. 96.
t2Malcolm Ker5 Ishmie Bcfom: Tbc Poh'tcal and l-egal Tbcoies of MQannad

Abdrh and RnshldRr./a (Los Angeles: University of Califomia Press' 1966)' p- 107-
t3Hourani, Arabic Tbo*gbt, p. 83.
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By and }arge, na;laPabhas always been adopted by reformists in

their efforts at reforming Islamic law, in particular when new cases
have emerged. They could hardly use /mi' arnd qja7, the secondary
sources, due to their limited nature. pfias shodd be derived from the

Qur'in and l.tafitb by scrutinizing the established 'illah.Vlhen new cases
do not have similar 'ilkb \ludrrh that of the t;il, qjar cannot be applied.
Similarly, the /ni' of the previous generation cannot embrace all new

cases because it was used to solve a particular case of certain time and
place.la Moreover, the Prophet's statement "my community will never

agree upon an error," that legitimizes the infallibility of /ni', has left a
difficult question, since "there is no way of knowing who is or is not
righteous enough to be included in Prophet's community."ls
Nevertheless, it must be remembered that although the principle of
na;la[ah provides the flexibility of Islamic law, it also opens an
opportunity to violate the divine lauz Indeed, once legal obligation is
merely based on utility, it may lead to arbitrariness and hence cannot
be universally applied.l6

The principle of na;labah mursalab has been adopted by

traditional iurists, in particular the M-aliEs and Hanbafis. The Shafitis

and $anafis however do not use it as a technical term.rT Yet, the process

which they applied in the application of the extension of hrdden qiyal
md istilsin is sirnilar to that of i$isl;b for in deciding a case the public

interest is adopted as a basic consideration.lsAs reported by al-Juwayni,
a Shafil jurist, al-Shafil always upheld na;lal.tah mursalab when a case

was similar to na;lapah mu'tabarab.le Most sunri jurists always put this
kind of na;la\ah, which originally represented independent judgment

of public utility, among the purposes of the law to be discovered. In
such a case, its function is primarily to *fill the gaps in the matrix of

raMahmasini "Muslim Decadence," p. 188.
1 sKelt, Is lamic R{orn, p. 17.
r6Muhammad Khalid Masud, Islanic bgal Phihnpfu (slarrabad: The Islamic

Research Institute Press, 1977), p. 169.
rTRudi Paret, "Istilrsan," JEI, 1961, p. 185.
rsMuhammad Hashim Kamali, Pincipks of Islanic lwispruderce (Cambidge;

Islamic Texts Society, 1991), pp.276-278.
teAbu Zahrah, M;lik(Cairo: Maktabat al-Anilu al-Mis.riyyah, 1936),p. 403.
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specific rules."2o

Among the four founders of great schools, M-alik is the most far-

reaching in adopting na;k[ab rzursalah as an independent proof in legal

reasoning. Nevertheless, his idea is not as liberal as Abduh's. Malik

permits this principle as long as it performs three conditions: it should

be (1) both in the realm of social affairs (nr'inalifl and reasonable

@aQnb a/-na'ni); (2) in conformity with the objectives of the shai'ab

and may not contradict any da6l sharf that has drczdy been approved

conclusively; and (3) in the scope of necessity in the sense that people

will be in trouble if the na;lapab is not applied.2l

Although he is a M-alE in rite, 'Abduh neither requires all such

conditions nor mentions the requirements in order to validate maslaltab.

To him, in social matters na;kpah (public utility) can take precedence

over other considerations when the former is achieved through teason.z

There is no doubt that this 'ilin accepts the Qur'an and lafith zs

guidance, butin matters which are not explicidytreated in these sources,

he asserts, individual reasoning plays an important role to adjust to

social rules which are governed by general rational ideas and human

ethical considerations.23 When the literal meaning of the divine law

contradicts the reason, the latter takes precedence ovef the former

because "the inner meaning of religron should not be sacrificed to an

over eagerness to keep its external lntact."2a At this point, he does not

only try to solve the problems which do not exist in the nu;u;, but also

employs allegorical interpretation (ta'wi-\1. By so doing, this reformist

uies to distinguish the essentials of religion from its non-essentials

that have came into existence due to taql:id and the influence of certain

type of mysticism.2sHe is therefore responsible for reintroducng/tibid

in Muslim law, but with naskbab as a criterion.

fohn Makdisi, "Hatd Cases and HumanJudgementin Islamic and Common
Lawl' Indiana International and Comparatiae law Rtuiew, 2, 1 (1991), p. 215.

21 Abi Zahnh, M ili k, p. 402.
zAhmed, Tbe liltellectilal, p. 38.
23lra M. Lapidus,AHisnrl of Islanic Societies (Cambddge Cambtidge University

Press, 1989), p. 621.
2aAhmed, The Intelhad, p. 39.
2sHoutari, Arabic Tborybt, pp. 149-150.
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With respect to na;la\ah he reformulates also some established

concepts, i.e. the concept of /mi' ^nd talfq (eclecticism). Talfq, as is
known, is "combining part of the doctrine of one school or jurist with
part of the doctrine of another school or jurist in a provision which
would not have been approved, in its entirety, by any of the schools of
jurists of the past."26 The talfq that Abduh applies, however, is not
just borrowing the doctrines and combining them, but comparing all
of them and producing a synthesis from all their good points.27

This course of action ultimately led to a reformation which had
no clear textual basis and which was grounded solely on "public
interest." The elements combined are sometimes taken from conflicting
legal premises which produce a complex legal rule unsupported by,

and even incompatible with, many of the sources from which the
elements have been &awn.28 This kind of itihid,which is described by
NJ. Coulson as "legal opportunism"2e seems to point to one purpose,
viz. to make the shai'ab conform to the spirit of time. As an example
of this is hts fanui that allow Muslims to co-operate with non-Muslims
in framing charitable works for society.30

Dealing with {ni','Abduh argues that this proof is not an
infaliible consensus as one that grew up in time but the expression of
collective rational iudgment and conscience with the public interest as
a basic consideration.3l But, he still asserts that the agreement which
has been achieved should be obeyed because it is not impossible to be
free from error. The infallibility that he suggests is not a matter of
dogma but of reasonable expectation and it cannot close the door of

/tibid.32 This reformist realized that human opinion could not be
completely unified on any single point.33In this respect, /ni'Ioses its

'6J.N.D. Anderson,LawReform in tbe Muskn lYold Q-andon: The Atilone Press,
1976),p.51.

2THourani, Arabic Tborybt, p. 152.
28 NJ.Coulson, A History of Islaaic I-zw @.dtnbvgh:Edinburgh University

Press, 1990), pp. 197 -201,.
a lbid.,p.221.
3oR4stild Rida Tffikb al-Ustidh alJnan al-Sbrykh Muhannad Abduh,YoLI (Curo:

Dar al-Manar, 1931), pp. 648-649.
31 Kerr, I s lan ic Rtforn, p. 1 44.
32Ibill.
33'Abduh, Tafsir al-ManaVol. IV, pp. 23-25.
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revelationary infallibility and therefore can be reviewed. Intentionally

of flot, this process could gradually transform na;lahah into utility and

/ni' into public opinion, and accordingly, "Islam itself becomes

identical with civilization and activity, the norms of nineteenth-century

social thought."3a

The method that'Abduh adopts is probablyinfluencedby modern

European thinkers such as Comte "whose positivism had exalted

scientific objectivism even in the analysis human of cultute."35Comte's

positivism also offets a religious system that answers human needs

and harmony with sciences. But, Abduh claims the only religion that

could provide this new system is Islam with its princrple of. nqkbah.ltis

due to this consideration that his cofirmefltafy on the Q"/t" demonstrates

"the possibility of a cautious but firm reinteqpretation of the sacred text in

line with modem needs'sTo hirn,lauris changeable due to the changes of

time.

Therefore, it can safely be assumed that there are two reasons

behind his adoption of this principle, as opposed to those of his prede-

cessofs. Firstly, he wanted to pfesefve the unity and social peace of

the ummah. The unity of Egypt was indeed in danger because of the

dichotomy of educational system that divided Muslims into two brands

of people. The first brand was produced by raditional schools, well

represented by oJ-Azharand other religious schools that resisted changes

and produced students who lacked scientific knowledge. The other

brand constituted the products of modern institutions, which applied

forergn curriculum and system and whose students tended to accePt

all changes and ideas of the West yet wefe poor in both religious and

national spirit. Indeed, these two types of institutions did not share

common ideas that could link them together.3T Secondly, Abduh was

indeed eager to bridge th. g p between religion and science, keeping

in perspective the dangets of the debate being held in Europe zt that

time that eventually led to the separation of these trvo subiects.3s

Y lJolur:an\ Arabic Tborybt, p. 144.
3sMarshall G. s. Hodgson, T/a wntnn of Islan,vol 3 (Chicago: The university

of Chicago Pte ss, 197 4), p. 27 5.
xIbid.
s?Hotxani, Arabic Tbosgbt, pp. 137-138.
Blbid.,p.743.
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trn,order to avoid such situations, 'Abduh,attempted to reform
the society by reinteqpreting the law 'v.rrth naplaPah as a means, since
this concept is still,in the range of the shar/'ah: Therefore, in furidical
practiee,'itis not surprising to uritness that this reformist'often preceded
public utility over the points of law. His fatwi allowing Muslirns 'to

deposit dreir money ira. the Fostal Saving Banks in which interest would
be, drawn is a,n exar,nplp of, such refocm,3?The,reasqn for.this is 'neerely

public'utility.
:' .: Perhaps it is not,a.n exaggeratiofi to:state that Abduh's idea is

both'p*rdent and'pragmatic, FIe tried to avoid, breaking the link with
tdditional'forrnula but, at the satne tirne, elaborated,his ideas in order
to:cornply with pres€nt needs that;'to sorne extent; are different from
whht his predeces,s<irs did.ao His concept of /tihid, for inspance,
compri'ses.'his theological technique which gives reasorl authority'to
interpret the shai'alt within the context of problems and the needs of
modern society. However, this theory lacks resuiction and "conflicting
rational arguments,are weighed on the scale of uqlitv.:?ot When reason
has authodty to deterrnine social rules based on raa;labah, not orl values
upheld in,the nu;u;tit may lead to corruptioR and,arbittarineEs.,It is in
this respect that, Sylvia G Haim claims that this .ide-a "ce4sel tq be
properly a religion and is transformed into a s.y$tetrr of ethics on fules
for successf,ul,conduct in,this l1fs.'zaz i

.  .  . :  , l

C" Ridnts Thought on M*glaQ ab Mwsalah
'.: ' One of 'Abduhts'disilples who'adopted,his ideas and became
tiis mouthpiece was Rastfrd Rda; 

" 
Sytian by aationality. Rida,laut'rched

l\bduh?s ideas ih the'periodical al-Manirwhich; fust published in'1989,
was'the'or,gan of 'fAbduh's reform ideas. He also published the
commentary on the Qur'an; Tafih al-Manir, which was based on
Abduht lectures and writings. However,,:.Jtts tafshis not wholly based
on the thought of 'Abduh, who passed away,be.fore it eould actually be

3eC. Q. Adamx bk( !r.!,,U:(rrVji FUPI $9y Ystt ' luqsell & Russell,
1968) ,p .8b .  "1 r  

I  ' '

{Kerr, I s knic R{onn, p. 105.
atIbid.,p.l71.
a2Elie Kedoude ,.fihari and Abduh Q{anrYo*;The Humanities Press, 1966), p. 3.
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completed. It was Rida who later finished the work in a manner that

was not different from that of his master.43

Like his teacher, Rida bases his legal thdory on natural

characteristic in which he draws the distinction between the doctrines

of Islam and its social morality. The doctrines of Islam and the form

ofworship have been cleady found in both the Qur'an and the practices

of the Prophet and his companions. They cannot be changed and no

addition can be made to them. Social morality however should be drawn

out by Muslims themselves, who have the potentiality of reason. Since

the Qur'an and the Prophet only provide general principles, Muslims

should conduct their interpretation in the light of circumstances with

the guiding principle of na;lallab.aa By using this principle, which is

accepted by traditional legal theory but broadened later by him, Rida

introduced a broad and flexible process of interpretation into the lauz

Maslabah mursalab, in its traditional concept, is an extended

version of qjis (analogical reasoning) which constitutes the chief

means of rational elaboration of the tevealed sources, the Qut'an and

bafitb.In qlyis,the starting point of identi$'ing the huknis 'ilkh (efficient

cause) which acqufues its devance from the divine wisdom. Whether

or not the 'illah has any rational basis is not an important point, since

the function of jurists is to elaborate those already revealed, not to

investigate value judgments. Dealing with cases which do not have

any televant'illab, jurists unavoidably should consider maslabah, since

the shai'ah is revealed for human welfare, and indeed there ate many

cases which are not cleady touched by the sacred text. In this case,
jurists however applied a carefirl method designed to restrict human

deliberation by promoting the interest that exists in the sacred law. A

clear example in this case is the extended version of qjis as argued by

al-Ghazafr,,who promotes necessity in order to enable the requirement

of the shai'ah and the application of /antrah, a ruling which permits a

forbidden act in order to avoid worse consequences.asTo the traditional
jurists, this naslalalt is merely a tool of interpretation, not as a

a3Adams, Islan and Modenisn, p. 799.
aAlbert Houani "Raslid NQai' The Enrychpedia of Riligion,Xll,p,277.
a5Kerr, "Raslid Ridi," p. 103.
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substantive sorrrce in its own right.

Rida, by contrast, seems to have shifted this principle from its

function as a tool of interpretation to be a substantive source. In his

legal reform, which was inspired by Abduh's idea of natural justice,

this reformist contends that in mu'amalat matters, in the absence of

textual stipulation "necessity alone would suffice as a legal sorrrce to

fusti$r the process of drawing conclusion, known today as legislation

(tasbi)."a6This also means that in the absence of textual evidence, the

principle of necessity can be the basis for independent legal deduction.

This idea is based on two pdnciples: the ftst is the principle of

protection against distress and constrictton ('asr wa khara) that are

found in the sacred texts; and the second is the principle set forth by

the Padith: la /arar wa li /;rar (do not inflict i"i"ty no repay one injury

with another). These two principles act as general guide for men in

deducingthe law, for God does notreveal Qur'anic verses corresponding

to any particular cases. Indeed, He only provides a measure by which

people - in this case jurists - ascertain truth on the basis of

probability.aT Curtent social needs and circumstances are therefore the

unavoidable considerations to achieve this aim.

In this legal theory, Rida tries to move the law from total

dependence on revelation to the combination of both reason and

revelation.as He attempts to put the theory (in the shai'ah) in practice

by freeing its jurisprudence from the shackles of the highly established

technical and rigid procedure such as al-Shafit's legal theory. The
judicial process that al-SMfil suggested indeed answers all the questions

of legal system, yet when hard cases and new circumstances arise the

system fails to solve them since it is too technical.ae Accordingly, this

theory fails to fill the gap bet'ween the ideal and the practice. It is in

this regard that Ri{a devotes his works, namely to reformulate the

established relationship between the textual sources of law and the

consideration of utility (na;kpah) and adopt the latter as the basis for

GPn;rdhAb il-Khil;fab an' al-Inanah al-UVna u quoted in Kert, "Raslid Rifi' p. 174.
a7 Ket t, I s lam i c Refo rtz, p. 199 .
€Makdisi, "Hard Cases", p. 218.
aelhsan A. B"gby, "The Issue of M4slapah in Classical Islamic Legal Theory,"

Inhrnatiorcllournal of Islanic ardArabic Studie4 2 (1985), p. 9.
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Islamic jurisprudence.5o

To Rida, previous jurists indeed accepted the principleof maslahah

murtalah as their basic consideration, yet they only put it in the range
of qjis. The Hanafi's principle of istil.tsin, for example, is essentially
an application of the spirit of na;kbalt mursalab. However, to guard
the law from any human deliberation, IlanaFr,like any other jurists,

traced the law back to revealed sources by claiming this principle as
hidden qlyis, although it is not rcilly akind of qtJal.u' In supporting this
view Rida quotes Ibn Qayyim's statement that

they [the proponents 
"f 

q0i4 widened the paths of raj and qja they
advocated the method of qiyar al-sbabab [purely external analogy],linking
rulings to attribute s to which it is unknown whether the Lawgiver linked
them or not, and identified 'illab on whose account it is unknown
whether the Lawgiver issued laws or not...ffhey also erred] in their
belief that many rules of the shai'ah were at variance with justice and
analogy....s2

This statement does not in ^nryay indicate that Ibn Qalyim is a
liberal proponent of na;lalab mursalab. W'hat he means here is to find
the middle way between the two extremes of total reiection and total
acceptance of naslahalt This iurist still acknowledges that istisli! is a
logical extension of qlis..53 However, Ridi quoted the above rational
statement with the pu{pose of, at leasg supporting his idea that "the

conclusions of istislih were accordiogly not legally binding in the
manner of a firmly grounded qtJis."il

The classification of maslabah msrsalalt into the hidden qjal is
made because of the fear of 'ulami' -as Qarafi says- that the tyrannical
leaders would exploit it as a means to justifr their personal ambition
on porwer and property.ss Hence, when jurists convert this principle
into the systematic legal reasoning of qiyis, na;klab mursalab is not
subject to the interpreation of the governors or pfinces.

sKerr, "Raslid Rida," p. 104.
5lRild,Y*sral-Islaa (Cairo: Magba'at al-Nahdah, 1956), p. 75.
521bid.,p.50.
s3Masud,, I s I a m i c, pp. | 63 -l 64.
YKerr, I s h m i c Rtfo rm, p. 19 4.
s'RiQa, Yr s r a l -I s lim, p. 7 4.
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For Rida, the real problem of naslahah mursalah does not lay in
the naslahah mursalah itself but nther in political maners. The solution
to the problem is therefore to reformulate the political structure in
such a way that the decisions of public law will rest in the hands of
proper persons. By this Rida means the alil al-pall wa al-'aqd, or il al-
anr,thebody of people mentioned in the Qur'an whom Muslims should
consult in matters where there are no clear injunctions in the sacred
texts. This body consists of qualified 'ulami'tnd lsligious leaders. N7hen
political authority is in their hands, there is no fezr that maslabalt
mursalab will be abused for the sake of one's ambition.56This revision
is preferable to denying the principle of naslabab or restricting the
derivation of law from it.57

The political structure that Rida proposes is a revolutionary one,
for by thinking the 'ulami'as an orgarized body he also acknowledges
itiha-d as a formal procedure in which the making of laws should be
exetcised by consultaion (sbna) among them with na;kl1ah as a basic
consideration. The consensus that this body achieves should be
binding.ss By saying that its consensus is binding, Rida introduces a
new kind of iini'with a new characteristic, which is legislative, in
addition to its judicial principle. At this point, it seems that he equates
/ni'with sbiri.se To him, this is the original concept of Islamic
legislation, which could not be performed in the early time due to lack
of communication.

In his Islanic Refom, Malcolm Kerr argues that Rida seems to
have failed in his reform for several r€zsoos; The first is his adoption
of 'Aduh's reform theology. RidA's general doctrine of the criteria of
legal interpretation which appeal so widely to human value judgment
in the form of naskpah is also responsible for this failure, for on the
one hand it is "virhrally to negate the supposed ideal and imperative
chatacter of the law, while on the other hand his attempts to find
positive means of effectively instituting such interpretation were

s6lbid.,p.85.
51Ibid,p.75.
*Kerr, I shnic Rcfonz, p. 1 61.
seHovrani, Aubic Tbozgbt, p.234.
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crippled by a hangover of idealism."60

D. Concluding Remarks

The main aim of Abduh's and Rida's reforms was obvious,

namely to create a system of law which could be a law in a real sense.

This was to be done by ceating law that could be applied in the modern

world. The raditional doctrines of both constitutional orgatizzion

and jur isprudence were strong in methodology but weak in

implementing procedure. Their focus was more on their divine origm

rather than on their possible function in regulating human life,61

Cleady, these two modernists had no intention of promoting the

secularization of Islamic law. Nevertheless, the ideological

infrastructure and technical-procedural mechanism that they suggested

in reforming Islamic law might have created grounds for disruption of

raditional doctrines on one hand, and a basis for apadtamentry secular

legislation on the other.62A case in point is the reform in the matter of

matrimony. Monogamy, according to 'Abduh, is the original concept

of mariage in Islam. Although it is mentioned in the Q*'*, polygamy

is not mandatory since it is only permitted in reluctance. Restriction

of polgamy is also found in orthodox exegesis. Permission is granted

only to the husband who can provide equal treatment to his wives.
This can be gauged by measuring such things as maintenance, which
includes the provision of dwelling and conjugal duties. Yet, in the matter

of sentiment (na/ a/-qalb), which can not be measured, the issue is

left to the individual conscience and subject only to ethical rules.

This modernist, however, includes sentiment as one of the
subjects requiring equal treatrnent. Hence, their prohibition on polygamy

was based on the rational that an ordinary mortal cannot be expected
his wives equally in the matter of sentiment.u'By giving this

chancter to the ethical provision of textual sources, one of

@Kert, I ilamic Reforn, p. 204.
6lKerr, "Rashid Rida," p. 174.
62Aharon Layish, "The Contribution of the Modernists to the Secularization

of Islamic Law," Middle Eastern Stt/dies,14,3 (1978),p.263.
63'Abduh, Tafth al-Maratv, pp. 348-349; Qasim Anin,TaMr al-Mar'ah (Catro:

Matba'at Ruz al-Yusul 1941), pp. 138-140.
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the basic peculiarities of Islamic law has been altered.6aln other words,
polygamy was basically larin (unlawfi.rl) except in cases of extreme
necessity (al /arumh al-quswab) such as when the wife was incapable
of conceiving ('aqin/'oqiD.ut The demand for the prohibition of
polygamy was based on the argument that preventing injustice is
preferable to its redress and is, therefore, a matter of naslahab.

This idea has indeed influenced the law of marriage and divorce
in Muslim countries, such as Morocco and Tunisia. In The Personal
Status Codes of 7957 and 1958 in Moroccq it is stated that polygamy
is forbidden if the husband cannot provide equal treatment to his wives.
In a case where the husband has a second marriage which causes harm
to his ftst wife, alegzl acrion could therefore be taken against him.66
The Tunisian Code of Personal Status goes even further when it
declares polygamy to be a criminal act. In article 18 of a Decree of 13
August 1956, itis stated that "polygamyis prohibited. Whosoever being
marriage contracts another mariage before dissolution of the first shall
be liable to imprisonment for one year or fine of 240,000 Francs or
both, even if the marriage has not been concluded in accordance with
the lauz"67 This ban of polygamy constituted a new departure in the
shari'ab and showed the modernists' independence in interpreting the

Qur'anic precepts. Although this code invokes the Qur'anic admonition
that a man cannot be just if he has more than one wife, this law
obviously contradicts the Qur'anic rule that permits polygarny.ut

The instituionahzaion of itibid that Rida proposed in order to
achieve na;lapah also led to an innovation in Islamic legal theory. In
its traditional view, itibid was exercised by indepen dent 'ulami',fuqahi'

and, nuft7 without any enforcement by the government. Due to their
personal scholady authority, their views were accepted and their
consensus was considered general and infallible. This modernist,

e Layish,"The Contribution," p. 264.
65 Muhammad 'krEtah,Allnan Mupanaad Abd*h: Waddid at-lil4n (Beirur al-

Muassasah al-'Arabiyyah I al-Dirasah wa al-Nashr, 1981), p. 2,10.
6 Liebesney, Tbe l-aw oJ the Near and Middh East,p.752.
67 lbid.,p.157.
6 Majid Khad&ttt "Mailaftab @ublic Interest) and Illa (Cause) in Islamic Law,"

Nev York Uniwrsi! lounal of Islaaic l-aa and Politia, 12, 2 (1979), p. 216.
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however, proposed institutionalizing iltib;d by suggesting mutual

consultation among the elite 'ulami',the ahl al-pall wa al-'aqd, on social

matters. In the eyes of this scholar, consensus does not grow from the

principle of accidental agreement (ittif;q 'arad-), which is the

characteristic of traditional ifmi', but it is grounded in intentional

(*oWi| agreement. In this sense /mi'is identical with the ancient

shui.6e

Therefote, it is not surpdsing that some later modernists adopted

the principle of sltui as the basis for reforming Islamic law One of

them was Malrmud Labab-id who links the idea of sbtara to the concept

of nasaklt (abrogation). F{e contends that Islamic rulings are subject to

change. The rulings ("|kt*) of abrogation, which are mentioned in

the verss "None of Our revelation do \7e abrogate or cause to be

forgotten but We substitute something better or similaf"7O should

continue even though the Prophet had died. They continuously prevail

since the Qur'an has stated that the ummab (community) is the soruce

of silidah (sovereignry) aurrd sullah (power).71 The Qur'anic verse which

says: "... who (conduct) thek affarrs by mutual consultation..."72

constitutes a mandate glven by God to the ummah to regulate their

own lives. God is only the initial legislator (al-nusltri' ibtidian) whle

the completion of the legislation is left to the ummah.

In the final analysis it can be stated that the application of

na;lapah mursalab, which 'Abduh and Rida suggested, contains two

themes. One is the notion that Islam carries its ourn revealed messages

in order to preserve human welfare. The other is that Islam endorses,

in effect, modern liberal values familiar to the STest which leads na;kpab

to become the basis consideration in legal decisions. Accordingly, the

6e Layish, "The Contributionl' p. 266.
7o lit,Tbe Ghriotas Kilr'an, II: 106, p. 46.
7t Mahm;d al-Lababld, "Ni?im al-Islam al-Siyas-i," Nsilat al-Islan, ,l (1952),

p. 393. This view is similar to that of Abdullahi Ahmed al-Na'im, the proponent of
the concept of. nasakh,who claims that contemporary Muslims have the competence in
reforming Islamic law, even in matters that had clearly rcgulated in rhe Qtx'an and ha6th
as long as the outcome of the ftibidis compatible with the essential message of Islam.
Abdullahi Ahmed al-Na'im, Tontad an IslamicRefomatiot (Sy'racuse: SyracuseUnivetsity
Press, 1 990), pp. 28-29.

12AL,The Gbrioas Kw'an, XLII:38, pp. 1317.
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